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Research Overview
Our research centers on the development and application of methods that predict the electronic structure of exciting molecules by coupling 
fundamental quantum mechanics with scientific computing. In recent decades, advances in both of these areas have made theoretical chemistry
an increasingly reliable tool for exploring complex chemical problems. In the MHG group, members pursue a wide variety projects both applying 
and developing electronic structure methods.

Electronic structure is often used in conjunction with experiment, and members of the MHG group 
collaborate with ‘real’ chemists to elucidate the properties and processes of chemical systems. 

In the MHG group, we seek to improve the computational methods used to explore chemical problems 
using a solid foundational knowledge of quantum mechanics and programming skills.

• Brad | Non-Schrödinger correlation methods, NMR | ganoe
• Josie | DFTB, Interstellar Chemistry | josie_hendrix
• Abdul | Localized orbitals, occupied and virtual | aaldossary
• Jonathan | NMR | jonathan_wong1
• Elliot | Solvent model development | elliot_rossomme
• Kevin | Post-SCF EDA | kevin_ikeda
• Adam | Low scaling Coupled-Cluster theory | adam_rettig
• Leo | Relativistic QM, Real-time methods | leonardo.cunha

• Jiashu |  TDDFT, NMR, freq, Non-local functional development | jsliang 
• Juan | NOCI, Core excited states | juanes
• Richard | Electrochemistry, Condensed Phase | richard.kang
• Hengyuan | Energy decomposition analysis | hys1
• Zhenling | local correlation | zhenling.wang
• Xiao | NMR | xiao_liu
• Wendy | strongly correlated systems, time dependence | wbillings
• Rebecca |  rebecca.tomann

About the PI

• A very nice human being
• Kenneth S. Pitzer Distinguished Professor of 

Chemistry
• Numerous other accolades
• Enjoys bike rides and walking his dogs
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Computational prediction of core 
level (X-ray/XUV) spectra with DFT 
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Developing cheap active space 
methods for large systems

Determining the mechanism of alkyne 
cyclotrimerization by a bimetallic catalyst
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